Pedestrian Detection based on Deep Fusion Network using Feature Correlation
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Abstract—Since most of the pedestrian detection method focus on color images, the detection accuracy is lower when the images are captured at night or dark. In this paper, we propose a deep fusion network based pedestrian detection method. We utilize deconvolutional single shot multi-box detector (DSSD) fused at halfway stage. Also, we apply feature correlation for two image modality feature maps to produce a new feature map. For the experiment, we use KAIST dataset to train and test the proposed method. The experiment results show that the proposed method gains 22.46% lower miss rate compared to the KAIST pedestrian detection baseline. In addition, the proposed method shows at least 4.28% lower miss rate compared to the conventional halfway fusion method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Object detection is one of the most fundamental research areas in computer vision. With the success of deep learning, many object detection research deploy deep learning based method to improve the detection accuracy. As a sub-category in the object detection research, pedestrian detection is very attractive research. Especially nowadays, autonomous driving is one of the major research in computer vision and pedestrian detection is essential to avoid possible accidents. It is a fact that deep learning technique improves the detection accuracy, however, the gap between perception of humans and machines is still big [1]. The accuracy becomes worse when the object is occluded, the resolution is low, and the background is complex. Moreover, most of the current research are focused on the color image based detection. It often shows lower accuracy when the test sequences are captured at night or the object goes into the shade. It is the main weakness of vision-based object detection since autonomous vehicles should be able to detect the object when it is day or night.

One can solve the issue by using color images with multiple sensors such as depth map camera or thermal camera. The images captured by thermal camera have less influence by the light. Therefore, color images and thermal images have complementary effect if they are used together. However, as we mentioned earlier, most of the research is focused on the single modality data, which is often color image. Recently, a few research proposed multispectral object detection method using deep learning technique. J. Wagner et al. proposed region-based convolutional neural networks (R-CNN) [2] based fusion networks [3]. In early fusion, color and thermal image is fused to have four channels to be fed into R-CNN. In late fusion, color and thermal images are fed into separate R-CNN and the output of the last fully-connected layer is fused to classify the object. However, R-CNN has lower performance compared to recent techniques [4-6] and the fusion network architecture is too simple. J. Liu et al. employed Faster R-CNN [5], which is the next version of R-CNN, to propose the fusion networks [7]. In this paper, four fusion networks are introduced and investigated which position is the best location to fuse the networks. Faster R-CNN significantly reduced prediction time compared to R-CNN. However, the improvement for the prediction accuracy is relatively small.

Meanwhile, there are some attempts to reduce the prediction time while maintaining the accuracy over a certain point. J. Redmon et al. proposed You Only Look Once (YOLO) to solve the issue with prediction time [8]. Recently, they proposed YOLO version 3 (YOLOv3) to increase the accuracy and yet still fast enough [9]. After YOLO first version was proposed, W. Liu et al. proposed Single Shot Multi-box Detector (SSD) [10]. Also focused on fast prediction rather than increasing the prediction accuracy thoroughly. The next version, deconvolutional SSD (DSSD) was proposed in the last year to improve the prediction accuracy [11]. These method are capable of real-time prediction since they do not have independent networks to predict the bounding box for the objects. In R-CNN based techniques, the region proposal networks (RPN) predicts possible bounding boxes for the objects. Around 2,000 candidates are used, which slow down the whole prediction procedure. However, YOLO and SSD do not have the networks as RPN. For this reason, they are suitable method to apply the real-time system as autonomous driving.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method that takes advantage of the fusion networks and fast prediction object detection method with feature correlation. For the fusion network, we apply halfway fusion proposed in [7]. For the deep learning network, we apply DSSD which is the second version of SSD. We selected DSSD over YOLOv3 for the following reasons. First, DSSD is built upon Caffe [12], YOLOv3 is built upon Darknet [13]. Caffe and Darknet are deep learning frameworks to develop machine learning application. Caffe is very popular deep learning framework that supports at most features compared with the other frameworks. Darknet, on the other hand, is proposed with YOLO and only a few research groups use the framework. Therefore, it is not easy to tryout the new network architecture in the Darknet. Secondly, YOLOv3 is rather focused on object classification method. There second version is YOLO 9000 [14] since it can classify over 9000 class.
with their improved classification method. However in our application, we only detect pedestrian so that the number of class is only two. Therefore, the benefit from YOLOv3 is not greatly applied to our case.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the fusion networks proposed in [3, 7] and DSSD network architecture. In section 3, we propose the fusion network with DSSD networks and feature correlation. We show the experimental results in section 4, and finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we investigate the fusion networks for color and thermal images in [3, 7]. Also we introduce DSSD network architecture.

A. Fusion Networks

J. Wagner et al. proposed R-CNN based fusion networks [3]. In this early study, the networks are fused in the beginning and in the end of VGG-16 networks. VGG-16 has five convolution layer blocks (Conv) and two fully connected layers (FC) [16]. In the early fusion, three channels of color image and one channel of thermal image are concatenated to have four channels and fed into R-CNN network. In the fusion, each modality is fed into independent R-CNN network. After the last fully connected layer, both outputs are accumulated and they are used to decide to class information.

J. Liu further investigated the location for the fusion networks [7]. In the paper, they proposed four fusion networks, which are early, halfway, late, and score fusion. Fig. 1 depicts the four network architectures. In early fusion, the two modalities are fed into different convolution layer. After the first Conv in Faster R-CNN, two feature maps are concatenated to be fed into the rest of the convolution layers. The concatenated feature map has twice channel than the original one. To reduce the channel, Network-in-Network (NIN) layer is applied to make the channel size as half [17]. In this case, one can use pre-trained coefficient. In halfway fusion, the location for the feature concatenation is after the fourth Conv, in late fusion, it is after the last FC. Score fusion is a cascade of two Faster R-CNN. The output from the color detection, is sent into the thermal networks to obtain detection score, and vice versa. In early fusion, the feature maps are concatenated after the first Conv, lower level features are concatenated. In halfway fusion, since feature maps after fourth Conv are concatenated, they have more semantic information as well as fine detail. In late fusion, the output from the last FC is concatenated and it is also higher level features. In [7], halfway fusion shows the best results among the four method.

B. DSSD

DSSD is the second version of SSD. The main feature of the work is to detect the object very fast. The main difference between R-CNN based techniques and SSD is that SSD do not have RPN for the bounding box prediction. Since RPN takes much time in the whole prediction process, they resolutely remove RPN. Instead, they take the use of default boxes which have pre-defined aspect ratio. Also, their default boxes have different scales to decrease the localization error. Fig. 2 shows the network architecture of SSD. They replaced FC6 and FC7 with Conv and added extra feature layers.

Based on their success on SSD, DSSD replace VGG-16 with Residual-101 [18] and add more features to improve the detection accuracy. Since SSD tends to have lower accuracy for small objects, they utilize deconvolution layers in the next version. If one use deconvolution layers to have symmetric sandglass structure, the prediction time will increase. Therefore, they apply asymmetric architecture because their first concern is fast prediction. Fig. 2 shows the extra DSSD layers. The base network is replaced with Residual-101 in DSSD.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we propose deep fusion network using color and thermal images to solve issue with color image based detection method.

![Fig. 1 the network fusion architectures in [7]: white, gray and black boxes indicates convolution layer, NIN layer, and concatenate layer, respectively.](image-url)
A. Fusion Networks with DSSD

We use DSSD, which is SSD version 2, as a main network architecture for the fusion networks. We adapt halfway fusion since halfway fusion is the best among the four fusion methods. In Fig. 3, we show the proposed network architecture. The expression Conv\_N\_M in the figure means M-th convolution layers in N-th convolution block. In DSSD, VGG-16 is replaced with Residual-101. Therefore we have to choose the proper location for the fusion network. Adapted from [7], Conv4_22 is selected for the location to concatenate the feature maps.

B. Feature Correlation Layer

To improve detection accuracy, we apply feature correlation layer. One can see that the color images and thermal images have considerable correlation. Also, we are interested in pedestrian detection that usually have higher pixel values in the thermal image. If the color and thermal images are well calibrated, the region with higher intensity in the thermal image is emphasized in the output feature map. Therefore it is helpful to improve the detection accuracy even more. Given two feature maps \( h_{\text{color}} \) and \( h_{\text{thermal}} \), the output of the feature correlation layer is defined as:

\[
    h_{\text{corr}} = \sqrt{h_{\text{color}} \circ h_{\text{thermal}}}
\]

where \( \circ \) is the Hadamard product [22]. It is element-wise product between the feature maps from the different modality network stream. After the correlation feature map is produced, it is sent to the concatenate layer. The inputs for the concatenate layer are feature maps from each modality network stream and the correlation feature map. NIN layer reduce the number of channels to use the pre-trained coefficients. The rest of the network is the same as original.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We used KAIST multispectral pedestrian dataset for the experiment [15]. The dataset has totally 95,328 color and thermal image pairs and 1,182 pedestrians are appeared with 103,128 annotations. In the training part, we excluded the images if the pedestrians are occluded, or if it is less than 50 pixels. Every two frames are extracted, totally 3,357 pairs are used for the training. In the testing part, we applied the same condition and extracted every three frames. Totally 2,094 pairs are used to evaluate the method. For the training parameters, we applied same settings as in [11] mostly. We changed the iteration number as 150K since the dataset has different characteristics compared to PASCAL VOC dataset. Also, we changed the learning rate criterion. The starting learning rate is \( 10^{-3} \) and it is decreased to \( 10^{-4} \) at 100K and \( 10^{-5} \) at 130K. The trained model for SSD layer is then used as pre-trained model for DSSD.

To evaluate the results, we used FPPI-miss rate metric. ACF+T+THOG is KAIST pedestrian detection baseline method [15]. It is an object detection method which has 10 channels of conventional ACF feature [19] plus features from thermal image and HOG features [20] from the thermal images. Halfway fusion uses color and thermal images applied to faster R-CNN with VGG-16. We also compared with SSD networks fused in halfway (SSD-H). In Fig. 4, we show FPPI-miss rate results to compare the four method. It is compared in \( [10^{-2}, 10^{-1}] \) log scale range for the miss rate, the average is marked at \( 10^{-2} \) as proposed in [21]. The lower is more accurate.

The proposed DSSD halfway with feature correlation (DSSD-HC) shows better performance compared to the other method. It shows 22.46% better miss rate compared to ACF+T+THOG. Compared to the conventional halfway fusion, our method shows 6.38% better performance. In our previous work, using SSD shows 38.60% of miss rate. Our newly proposed method shows 34.32% of miss rate which is far better than the previous work. It is because DSSD increased about 2-3% of detection accuracy and the feature correlation layer increased about 1-2%.
In this paper, we chose halfway fusion because halfway fusion is middle level fusion, and the fusion features have semantic information as well as fine details. Early fusion concatenate the feature maps close to the pixel level so that it cannot have enough benefit of fusion networks. Late fusion concatenate the semantic feature maps. If the semantic feature maps have inaccurate information for the classification, the total performance is affected seriously by the wrong information.

For the perception evaluation, we compared the proposed results with DSSD detection results using color images only for the training and testing. In this results, one can see the benefit of fusion networks when it comes to the images captured at night or the images have pedestrian appeared in the dark region. In Fig. 5, the first two rows show DSSD detection results using color images only and the last two rows shows the proposed method. In the figure we can see that the proposed method detects better compared to the single modality method. Even in the images with good lighting condition, the detection results are better since we can utilize the extra information from the thermal images. For the images captured at night or dark, thermal images give solid information about the pedestrian. Therefore, even if the color image cannot produce good feature maps, the proposed method can detect the pedestrian accurately.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a deep-fusion network based pedestrian detection method using color and thermal images with feature correlation. The conventional method only utilize color images so that detection accuracy become lower when the images are captured at night or the objects are in the dark region. Instead, our proposed method deploy color and thermal image pairs to solve the issue with lighting condition. Also, we proposed correlation feature layer to amplify the benefit of using two modalities. Experimental results show the proposed method show 22.46% better FPPI-miss rate compared to the KAIST pedestrian detection baseline method. In addition, the proposed method show at least 4.28% better FPPI-miss rate compared to the conventional halfway fusion method.

For the future works, we will investigate the right location for the correlation layer in the network. To improve detection accuracy, we will focus on the benefit of using two modalities and suggest new fusion network method.
Fig. 5 The perception evaluation to compare the DSSD trained with color images (first two rows) and DSSD-HC (bottom two rows). DSSD-HC accurately detects the pedestrian in all images. DSSD trained with color images detects wrong object especially when the images are dark.
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